
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMER AT GRAND HOTEL TRIESTE & VICTORIA  
 

MONDAY 

From 5.00 to 6.30pm at HOTEL LA RESIDENCE & IDROKINESIS. Abano terme 

Art experience studio (writing and painting) 

An hour and a half of free expression through painting and writing 

A creative experience to discover new inner potential in front of a piece of paper or canvas. 

The sessions of Art Therapy conducted by the psychologist Dr. Sofia Valiani will help the 

participants to express spontaneously their hidden emotions and thoughts through painting and 

writing. For info and booking, please contact the Reception. Euro 35 per person 

From 4.00 to 5.00 pm we are waiting for you at the Pool to keep in shape with Aqua Gym 

From 5.00pm at the Pool Bar the innovative “Healthy Aperitif Party  

 

TUESDAY 

From 4.00 alle 5.00 pm we are waiting for you at the Pool to keep in shape with Aqua Gym 

From 6.00pm at the Pool bar “Summer Cocktails” with Chef Silvano’s appetizers 

7.30 pm Pool Party... Dinner under the stars with live music 

From 9.30pm Secret Bar Presents “Grappa ola, la la” more than 40 grappas to taste 

 

WEDNESDAY 

Nordic Walking from 5.00 to 7.00pm walk with GB Personal Trainer.  

Departure from GH Trieste & Victoria. Booking at the reception. Euro 15 per person 

Abano Terme market from 8.00am to 12.00pm 

From 4.00 to 5.00pm we are waiting for you at the Pool to keep in shape with Aqua Gym 

From 6.00pm at the Pool bar, Bubbles and Italian delicacies, prosecco or Franciacorta  

Secret Bar Presents “Pestati” from mojito to caipirinha, the most famous cocktails are waiting 

for you 

From 7.00pm Live music until midnight at Secret bar. 
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Fruit Gel Peeling Euro 75 

Ideal for beginning any programme, this relaxing, delicate treatment has a smoothing, 

moisturizing, illuminating action. The skin is exfoliated with a pleasant massage using warm 

towels. It is rounded off by a body massage performed using a special vitamin enriched oil 

with a nourishing, protective action. 

 

GB Refreshing Thermal Mud Treatment for the Legs  Euro 75 

The ideal solution for preventing and counteracting problems linked to fragile veins and 

fluid retention. A synergy of plant-based active ingredients derived from ginkgo biloba, 

centella, escin and butcher’s-broom, combined with Vitamin C, with an anti-oxidizing 

power, guarantee an excellent result. The treatment consists in refreshing skin wrap and reactivating 

massage, designed to relieve swelling and heaviness in the legs. 

 

 

Luxury Silver Face Euro 190 

Snail Mucin is sourced from the natural secretion of mature snails and in its natural form, it is rich in 

glycolic acid, collagen, elastin, vitamins A, C and E and allantoin, for a regenerating, moisturizing 

effect. Barley Malt Extract is a product full of polyphenols and Ferulic Acid with anti-oxidizing 

properties,which protects the skin from the damage caused by free radicals. A soft exfoliating scrub 

with jojoba micro-beads and a peel-off mask with Mineral extracts and Thermal water 

enrich the beauty ritual, immediately leaving the skin smooth and silky. It is therefore 

recommended for counteracting wrinkles, pock marks, scars, dark spots, red marks,irritations and 

stretch marks. 

 

De-Sensitivising, Lightening Treatment Euro 75 

Suitable for skins that are particularly sensitive or stressed by the pollution of our 

environment, it has a soothing, de-sensitivising effect. The extracts of Cardoon, the 

repairing effects of Centella and Calendula, with its nourishing, soothing properties, 

are the main ingredients of this pleasant, relaxing treatment. 
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SHOPPING 

At the Shop Tempio del Benessere a wide range of skincare products, room fragrances, accessories for 

SPA and much more. 

Do not miss refreshing gel for legs and spray with thermal water of Abano to tone and refresh your 

skin during hot summer days ! 

10% Discount provided to the clients of GB Thermae Hotels  

SIGHTSEEING IN THE SURROUNDINGS 

Our concierge will advise the most beautiful attractions of the area to be visited during your stay at GB 

Hotels. Here are some ideas:  

Padova, Scrovegni Chapel with Giotto frescoes , Botanical garden, University and historic squares  

Burchiello, a boat tour in Burchiello visiting the Villas of the Riviera del Brenta  

Verona, discover Opera Sumer Festival at Arena di Verona. 

GOLF : Golf Frassanelle, Golf Montecchia , Golf Padova , three golf courses a few km from Abano 

Terme. Our concierge service at your disposal to book green fee and transfer. 

VENICE : besides visiting cultural and architectural heritage of this unique city you could also attend 

International Art Exhibition Biennale d’arte open till November 2022. 

 

RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS FOR SUMMER TIME  ( discover from our SPA menu)  

Mature Thermal Mud Fango & Fit   Euro 60 

The treatment begins by sipping draining herb tea. Afterwards, a mature fango compress will be 

applied at temperature and in the areas indicated by the doctor and about 15 minutes after will 

followed by a revitalizing thermal shower. The thermal bath that follows is an essential part of 

treatment, immerging in mineral water with green-marine essence, “relaxing hydro bath” and essential 

oils (white musk and lemon flowers) aimed at to amplifying the therapeutic effect of the thermal water 

together with the relaxing one of aromatherapy. After the thermal bath, having dried the skin is 

vaporized on the whole body a nice cloud of fragrance, the “Esprit of Abano” with a moisturizing and 

rebalancing action of the skin pH. Follows the application of “refreshing gel for legs” for a refreshing 

action or “firming gel” for a firming action. The “Mud Fango & Fit” regenerates the tissues, tones the 

muscles, loosens the stiffness, relaxes the spinal column using detoxifying, anti-inflammatory and 

antioxidant properties of the fango therapy. 

 

GB Emotional Plus Thermal Mud Treatment Detoxifying  Euro 80 

A treatment which consists in an application of mud with added cosmeceuticals 

formulated with phytosomes of visnaga, the slimming liposomes of caffeine and the 

theophylline extracted from sweet clover and marian thistle. A thermal bath follows 

then the skin is massaged with nourishing vitamin oil. This treatment results in the 

complete elimination of toxins. 
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THURSDAY    

Citybike tour on the Euganean Hills with Personal trainer GB.   

Tourists and amateurs of cycling tours have at their disposal a 64 km itinerary immersed in the midst 

of the nature of the National Park of the Euganean Hills. Guided by our Personal Trainer you will 

have the chance to experience the small part of this extraordinary itinerary with breath taking 

landscape views. This itinerary fits any need and includes a stop at Villa Bembiana where in 1918 

was hosted the Press Office of Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces. From the grove of 

Monterosso we’ll arrive at Praglia Abbey, the most important cultural and spiritual centre of the area. 

Then we will take the route to Montegrotto alongside wine yards, lakes and groves to enjoy fresh air 

and natural beauties of the Hills.  

Departure at 17.00 from Hotel La Residence & Idrokinesis                                                                                                                                         

Euro 25 per person 

Montegrotto Terme market from 8.00am to 12.00pm 

From 4.00 to 5.00pm we are waiting for you at the Pool to keep in shape with Aqua Gym 

From 5.00pm at the Pool Bar “Spritz & more” with snacks: focacce and pizzette  

 

FRIDAY 

At Pool bar  “The Champagne’s Selection” from 6.00 pm delicious finger food tasting  

From 4.00 to 5.00pm we are waiting for you at the Pool to keep in shape with Aqua Gym 

From 7.00pm Live music until midnight at Secret bar. 

 

SATURDAY 

From 8.00 am to 6.00 pm local market at Prato della Valle Square in Padova a few km from 

Abano Terme.  

From 4.00 to 5.00pm we are waiting for you at the Pool to keep in shape with Aqua Gym 
At Pool Bar from 6.00 pm “Spritz Party” with appetizers “Homemade” 

From 7.30 pm at Restaurant Diaz the chef Silvano presents Mediterranean cuisine evening  

At Secret Bar Whiskey tasting… a journey around the world from Scotland to Japan  

From 7.00pm Live music until midnight at Secret bar. 

 

SUNDAY 

At Pool Bar from 5.30 pm Italian Aperitif with finger foods  

From 7.30 pm at Restaurant Diaz a dinner dedicated to local dishes of the North Italy cuisine  

At Secret Bar a “Mixology” evening  

 


